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Abstract—Artificial Neural Networks (NN) are widely used
for solving complex problems from medical diagnostics to face
recognition. Despite notable successes, the main disadvantages
of NN are also well known: the risk of overfitting, lack of
explainability (inability to extract algorithms from trained NN),
and high consumption of computing resources. Determining the
appropriate specific NN structure for each problem can help
overcome these difficulties: Too poor NN cannot be successfully
trained, but too rich NN gives unexplainable results and may have
a high chance of overfitting. Reducing precision of NN parameters
simplifies the implementation of these NN, saves computing
resources, and makes the NN skills more transparent. This
paper lists the basic NN simplification problems and controlled
pruning procedures to solve these problems. All the described
pruning procedures can be implemented in one framework. The
developed procedures, in particular, find the optimal structure
of NN for each task, measure the influence of each input signal
and NN parameter, and provide a detailed verbal description
of the algorithms and skills of NN. The described methods
are illustrated by a simple example: the generation of explicit
algorithms for predicting the results of the US presidential
election.
Index Terms—artificial neural networks, network pruning,
gradient descent, knowledge generation
I. INTRODUCTION
The universality of artificial neural networks (NN) as a tool
for approximating continuous functions [1], [2] is a mathe-
matical basis for widespread use of NN in many applications.
However, this universality create another problem: what is
required NN structure? How many neurons are needed to solve
a particular problem? The trend of publications in the field of
Neural Networks can be illustrated by the graph in Fig. 1.
Reducing the number of scientific papers related to NN can
be explained by the fact that the methods and algorithms
of NN creation, training, and testing are mainly developed.
Fig. 1 also illustrates the trend of the NN pruning methodology
publications. We can see continuous monotonous increase in
the number of such papers. It is very interesting to consider
fraction of NN pruning papers among total NN related papers
(see the bottom graph in Fig. 1). It can be seen that the first
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Fig. 1. Number of published papers with keywords “neural” AND “network”
AND “pruning” (dotted line in the top graph), with keywords “neural” AND
“network” (solid line in the top graph) and ratio, of these two amounts in the
bottom graph
NN pruning works (e.g. [3]) was published approximately at
the same time when back propagation NN was developed [4].
Why NN pruning attracts so much attention during so long
time? There are several main drawbacks of NN [5]. First of
all, NN have the same drawback as most machine learning
methods: the tendency to overfitting if NN is too rich. A
detailed descriptions of this problem is provided in [6], [7].
However, notion “too rich” is not well defined. There is
an iterative procedure that allows the user to identify one
of the suitable NN structures: first, the redundant NN is
trained and then the complexity of the NN is reduced by
the pruning procedure. The universality of NN with arbitrary
nonlinearity for function approximation, proved in [1], [2]
and illustrated in [8], makes it possible to successfully train
NN if it is rich enough. Universal training procedures are
described in [4] (partial case) and [9] (general approach). Some
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special methods for acceleration and simplification the training
process developed by A.N. Gorban and his team are described
in [9], [10], [11]. The universal model of a neurocomputer
with description of various implementations of its components
is presented in [12]. Methods of back propagation based NN
pruning are described in many papers: [6], [9], [13], [14],
[3], [15], [16], [17], [18]. The most general and universal
approach to NN pruning, including methods of zero, first and
second order, a theoretical comparison of these methods and
recommendations for their use are presented by A.N. Gorban
in [15]. Several examples of successful applications of this
two step techniques in medicine are presented in [15], [19],
[20]. Paper [21] presents a detailed description of proposed
approach. The most general description of the first order
methods for assessing the sensitivity of the loss function for
various elements of NN structure (inputs, synapses, neurons,
layers, etc.) is presented in [9], [22], [12]. There are many
modification of this approach, for example, [23], [24]. NN
growth [25], [26], [27] is an alternative approach. Some
recent studies [28], [29] have shown that special regularization
through the loss function can significantly reduce the influence
of overparametrisation.
The second NN drawback is unreadability: trained NN
solves the problem, but we cannot understand this solution.
This problem can also be solved by the training-pruning
process (see, for example, [15], [21], [30]) with the subsequent
interpretation of NN structure. Detailed description of this
three step approach is presented in [13] and in this paper. A
result of this approach is one or more algorithms described in
natural language. The presence of several different algorithms
may be considered as drawback of method but, from the other
side, several algorithms can be used to determine the points of
difference and plan further data collection (it is reasonable to
collect data points in regions where several algorithms produce
different answers).
The third problem is implementation of fitted NN. It is
almost impossible to use extended or even double precision
variables for mobile phone or Raspberry Pi NN implementa-
tion: it is too slow and require a lot of memory. Moreover, it is
not necessary because of redundancy of NN. Usage of special
type of pruning to simplify NN specification and reduce
required precision is described in [13], [31]. This approach
also has an alternative implementation in the form of growing
NN [32]. Another problem that is closely related to this is the
problem of the robustness of NN with respect to input noise.
Reduction of implementation precision increases robustness.
The fourth problem is closely related to the third and can
be formulated as the problem of backward feature selection
[33]: select the minimal set of input features that provides
a solution to the problem with the required accuracy. Back
propagation NN provides the ability to calculate derivative of
loss function with respect any elements of NN and with respect
to any output, intermediate, and input signals. This allows the
user to identify the influence of each input feature and remove
one or more of the least important.
All described before problems were formulated for so
named “shallow” NN and related to the first NN pruning peak
in 1990-2000 (see Fig. 1). The new generation NN techniques,
Deep Learning (DL) NN or Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) as the main representative of DL began to be widely
used in the early 21st century (see review [34]). The number
of papers related to DL NN pruning monotonously increased
during this period (see, for example, [35], [36], [37], [38],
[39]). The robustness of DL NN solutions is one of the main
problems in the DL NN applications. The study of DL NN
stability is presented in [40], [41], [42], [43].
There is also one more interesting way to use trained
DL CNN: as was suggested first in [44], it is possible to
use trained CNN without final classification layers (usually
one or two fully connected layers) as a feature generator,
and then apply any classification methods in this space of
generated features. This approach was also used for person
re-identification problem [45], [46]. [35] describes the use of
trained CNN as a generator of features with different number
of layers in the generating part. It is shown that reducing the
depth of the generating part increases the number of errors but
allows to solve problem with high enough accuracy.
As a result, we can conclude that in NN pruning there are
several problems that are important in the past and now:
1) Feature selection: removal of neurons in the input layer.
This problem is mostly relevant for shallow NN.
2) Identification the appropriate NN architecture to solve
the problem and prevent overfitting. For this, various
NN elements are removed (usually neurons in shallow
NN or filters in CNN).
3) Reduction of precision of synaptic weights to provide
cheap and fast implementation of trained NN.
4) Replacement of the activation function of neurons with
a simple function. For example, a threshold or piecewise
linear function instead of a sigmoid one. This problem
also reduces the cost of implementing NN.
5) Uniform network simplification with a decrease in the
maximum number of synapses associated with each
neuron. This pruning problem was introduced especially
for the problem of knowledge extraction: it is easier to
interpret a statement (given by one neuron) if the neuron
has a small number (two or three) of input signals.
6) Usage of CNN to generate features and pruning by
removing the last layers of deep NN.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: the section II
describes methods for estimating the sensitivity indicators, the
section III describes the pruning procedures and strategies for
various pruning problems, the section IV describes pruning
procedure which are specific for knowledge extraction and
presents a example of knowledge extraction for the task of
prediction the result of the USA presidential election, and the
section V presents discussion of proposed methods.
II. SENSITIVITY INDICATORS EVALUATION
To prune NN we need to know the importance of each NN
element. There are several different measures of this impor-
tance and different names for them: ‘sensitivity indicators’ [9],
[6], [12], ‘effectiveness of hidden units’ [23], [24], ‘second
order sensitivity analysis’ [9], [18], [47], [48]. A.N. Gorban
in [9] described many different approaches but recommended
to use the simplest: the first order sensitivity indicators. The
main difference of proposed in [9], [15] sensitivity indicators
is averaging over several training epoches, described below.
Let us consider shallow NN. The same approach can be
used for deep NN, but the description will be slightly more
complex. NN consists of neurons and layers. Standard repre-
sentation of an artificial neuron is shown in Fig. 2. A regular
neuron contains linear function σr = wr0 +
∑n
i=1 xiw
r
i (xi is
i input of neuron, wri is i synaptic weight of neuron r, and
wr0 is bias of neuron r) and the nonlinear activation function
yr = f(σr). To build neural networks from neurons, one of
the most detailed descriptions is [12]. This book also contains
a detailed description of NN pruning. Further we consider the
pruning on base of the first order sensitivity indicators firstly
described in detail in [9].
Let us consider one d dimensional input vector uj and the
corresponding output zj . This input vector propagates through
NN, and for each neuron, the output values y are calculated
and, finally, the NN output value zˆj) is calculated. Then we
calculate the loss function Lj = L(zj , zˆj) (it can be usual
mean square deviation function or more sophisticated SVM
like function [11], [12]). Further back propagation allows us
to calculate the derivatives of the loss function with respect to
each input signal of NN and synaptic weight, bias, and neuron
output:
∂Lj
∂uji
,
∂Lj
∂wri
,
∂Lj
∂yr
.
Detailed algorithms of all this derivatives calculations can be
found, for example, in [9], [15], [12].
Let us have training set with N pairs (uj , zj). This means
that the goal of the training process is to minimise the total
loss function, which is the sum of the individual loss functions:
L =
N∑
j=1
Lj .
Let us now consider the problem of feature selection. For
each individual element (uj , zj) from the training set, we can
apply the Taylor series for the loss function with respect to
input signals
Lj(uj − vj) = Lj(uj) +
d∑
i=1
∂Lj
∂uji
(uji − vji ) + o(uj − vj),
Fig. 2. The regular representation of the artificial neuron number r: 1 is a
constant unit signal, xi are input signals of the r neuron, wr0 is the bias,
wri are the synaptic weights, Σ is summator, σ
r is summator output, f is an
activation function
where vj is the modified input vector. Since we are interested
in feature selection we can consider vector vj which is the
same as uj exclude one element: vjk = 0, v
j
i = u
j
i ∀i 6= k.
In this case we can evaluate the cost of removing the input
feature k for linear approximation as
χjk =
∣∣Lj(uj − vj)− Lj(uj)∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣∣∂Lj∂ujk ujk
∣∣∣∣∣ .
The indicator of sensitivity is χjk. It is clear that this
indicator depends on the element of training set. There are
several possible methods of evaluation the sensitivity to the
input signal on the entire training set. For example, we can
define maximal rating or average rating:
χmaxk = max
j=1,...,N
χjk, χ
avg
k =
1
N
N∑
j=1
χjk. (1)
χmaxk evaluates the maximum influence of the input signal
(this signal has never been more important than χmaxk ). A
widely used alternative is mean influence or simple sum: χavgk
evaluates the average influence of the input signal.
For the problem of reducing the precision of synaptic
weights (include bias) the value of the loss function when
wri changes by v
r
i is
Lj(w − v) = Lj(w) +
m∑
r=1
nr∑
i=0
∂Lj
∂wri
(wri − vri ) + o(wri − vri ),
where m is the number of neurons, nr is the number of input
signals of neuron r, vri is the new value of weight i of neuron
r. Usually vri = w
r
i or is the closest to the value w
r
i from the
set S of valid weights values. For example, it can be useful to
train NN with extended precision and later transfer all synaptic
weights to single precision or to smaller set of values. The set
of valid values can be different for different problems. For
example, to extract explicit knowledge from NN it is useful to
use weights only with values from the set S = {−1, 0, 1}. For
a low-cost implementation it is possible to convert weights to
an integer and apply cheaper software (see, e.g. [49]). For the
problem of removing synaptic weights the set of valid weights
is S = {0}. Modified synaptic weights must be removed from
the set of elements used for further modification. This means
that modified synaptic weights are marked as non trainable and
never change values. The effect of changing of one weight wri
only (vkl = w
k
l ∀k 6= r or i 6= l) is
χjsk =
∣∣Lj(w − v)− Lj(w)∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣ ∂Lj∂wsk (wsk − vsk)
∣∣∣∣ .
For the problems of removing or reducing of precision of
synaptic weights the sensitivity indicators χjsk depend on the
element of training set. In this case we can use modification
of formulae (1) to evaluate the impact for the entire training
set:
χmaxsk = max
j=1,...,N
χjsk = |wsk − vsk| maxj=1,...,N
∣∣∣∣ ∂Lj∂wsk
∣∣∣∣ , (2)
χavgsk =
1
N
N∑
j=1
χjsk =
|wsk − vsk|
N
N∑
j=1
∣∣∣∣ ∂Lj∂wsk
∣∣∣∣ . (3)
The problem of neuron removing can be solved by removing
synaptic weights. This approach is not the best because in the
bad case the number of synaptic weights can be drastically
reduced without removing any neurons. In the worst case, each
neuron may have only one synaptic weight but all neurons will
affect NN output. To avoid such situation, we can consider the
sensitivity indicators to the entire neuron instead of synaptic
weights. To evaluate these indicators we can consider the
following representation of loss function:
Lj(yj − vj) = Lj(yj) +
m∑
r=1
∂Lj
∂yjr
(yjr − vjr) + o(yj − vj),
where yjr is the output of the neuron r for the element j of
the training set and vjr is the new value of this output. Since
we are interested in removing neurons the value of the new
signals vjr can be the same as in yjr or zero. To evaluate
the sensitivity to the neuron k only, let us consider vjk =
0, vjr = yjr ∀r 6= k. In this case the sensitivity indicator is
χjk =
∣∣Lj(yj − vj)− Lj(yj)∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣ ∂Lj∂yjk yjk
∣∣∣∣ .
To evaluate the sensitivity indicator for the entire training set,
one of the formulae (1) can be used. The similar approach for
neuron removal problem is proposed in [50].
Now we have sensitivity indicators for the problems of input
feature selection, removing or reducing precision of synaptic
weights, and neuron removing. All of these indicators are
based on the gradient of the loss function. However, gradient
of any function has one property [51]: if we precisely find
minimum in the direction of the anti-gradient, then the gradient
calculated at the new point will be orthogonal to the previous
gradient. This means that the gradients of several successive
epoches of learning vary greatly. On the other hand, the
sensitivity indicators defined above depend on the gradient.
It must be emphasized that other sensitivity indicators, such
as ‘hidden unit efficiency’ or the Hessian matrix in the ‘second
order sensitivity analysis’, are also strongly influenced by
the current set of network parameters (synaptic weights and
activation function parameters). This means that the pruning
result will be very sensitive to the NN weights at the start of
the pruning.
A.N. Gorban [15] suggested averaging the sensitivity indica-
tors over several epoches of training. In this case the sensitivity
indicators become more objective and less dependent on NN
state at the pruning start moment. The results of pruning based
on average sensitivity indicators are presented in [15], [19],
[20].
III. PRUNING PROCEDURES AND STRATEGIES
The general pruning procedure is shown in Fig. 3. Step of
calculating the sensitivity indicators involves several epoches
of NN training with the accumulation of the sum of the
sensitivity indicators.
Training NN
loop
Save current NN.
Calculate sensitivity indicators.
Select element for modification.
Modification of NN.
Retraining modified NN
if total loss function is greater than threshold then
Break loop
end if
end loop
Restore the last saved NN
Fig. 3. Algorithm of NN pruning
Procedure for selecting an element for modification is
simple for most of pruning problems: the first candidate is
trainable element with minimal value of sensitivity indicator
(some of the elements can be marked as non trainable during
the pruning process). The only exception is the problem of
uniform network simplification. In this case the first candidate
for modification is the synaptic weight wri with the smallest
sensitivity indicator χri such that the r neuron has maximal
number of synaptic weights nr. This definition of the first
candidate for removal allows us to uniformly simplify the
structure of NN.
Modification of NN has different meaning for different
pruning problems. For problems involving deleting an element,
modification means simple deleting of selected element and
possibly related elements. Removing related NN elements
involves, for example, removing from a NN a subnetwork
whose outputs are not connected (directly or indirectly) to
output neurons. For the problem of the reduction of a synaptic
weight precision, modification of selected element wsk involves
replacing it by vsk and marking this synaptic weight as non
trainable. This means that in any subsequent training periods,
this synaptic weight will be constant.
Retraining of the modified NN should begin with the
modified network. It is easy to understand that in many cases a
modified network can be successfully trained, but training NN
with exactly the same structure but with randomly generated
initial weights can be unsuccessful.
The described procedure for pruning NN is very simple,
but for a rich enough NN this can take a lot of time. There
is a very simple modification of the proposed procedure for
its acceleration (see Fig. 4). Let us denote the number of
elements for simultaneous modification/deletion as M . In the
first step M can be half of the total number of elements (input
features, neurons, synaptic weights) in NN. After calculating
the sensitivity indicators select M elements for modification.
If the modified NN cannot be successfully trained, then we
return to the last saved NN and divide M by 2: M = M/2.
Then we repeat the pruning without recalculating the sensi-
tivity indicators. If modification of one element (M = 1) is
unsuccessful, then the last saved NN is the minimal NN, and
the procedure stops.
NN after completion of the pruning procedure is minimal.
This means that there are no elements of the considered type
Training NN
M = half of total number of elements to remove.
loop
Save current NN.
Calculate sensitivity indicators.
loop
Select M elements for modification.
Modification of NN.
Retraining modified NN
if total loss function is greater than threshold then
Break internal loop
end if
if M > 1 then
M = M/2
else
Break external loop
end if
end loop
end loop
Restore the last saved NN
Fig. 4. Accelerated algorithm of NN pruning
which could be modified without destroying NN skills. The
notion of a minimal network depends on type of pruning
problem to be solved: for feature selection problem the mini-
mal network used a minimal set of input features, for neuron
removing problem the minimal NN contains the minimal
number of neurons, for synaptic weights precision reduction
problem the minimal network contains minimal (usually zero)
number of non modified elements. Really it is possible to
combine different procedures. For example, we can initially
minimise the set of used input features, then minimise the
number of neurons, minimise the number of synaptic weights,
and, finally, reduce precision of synaptic weights. The final
network of this procedure will be minimal from all points of
view.
All described pruning procedures requires retraining mod-
ified NN. It should be emphasized that in the proposed
framework (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4), retraining does not require
time comparable with initial training [50].
IV. KNOWLEDGE EXTRACTION
To extract knowledge from trained NN a specially developed
pruning procedure [13] can be used. The main step of this
procedure is to uniformly reduce the number of inputs of
each neuron. It is easy to interpret output of neuron with
one input. For two inputs interpretation is usually possible
but for three inputs it is not so clear. On the other hand, if all
synaptic weights can be converted to plus or minus one, then
interpreting a neuron with three inputs will become simple.
This means that to extract explicit knowledge from NN it
is necessary to apply uniform reducing of number of inputs
for each neuron, than removing of synaptic weights can be
applied, and finally all synaptic weights has to be converted
to one of the values from the set S = {−1, 0, 1}. Usually such
network allows us to substitute the step function
h(x) =
{
−1, if x < 0
1, otherwise.
(4)
instead of the continuous activation functions. NN, which was
successfully pruned in this way and has no more than three
inputs for each neuron we called logically transparent. If at
least one of the requirements is not satisfied, then NN is
not logically transparent and cannot be represented in “if-
then” style algorithm. Such NN can be used to generate
“fuzzy if-then” rules [30]. Obviously, explicit if-then rules are
preferable, but sometimes it is not possible to find such a
description. In such situations, an increase in the number of
layers and the number of units (neurons) in hidden layers can
sometimes help.
To illustrate the extraction of knowledge from NN, we
consider the database for the problem of forecasting the results
of the US presidential election [52]. Each database entry
contains answers to 12 questions:
1) Has the incumbent party been in office more than a
single term?
2) Did the incumbent party gain more than 50% of the vote
cast in the previous election?
3) Was there major third party activity during the election
year?
4) Was there a serious contest for the nomination of the
incumbent party candidate?
5) Was the incumbent party candidate the sitting president?
6) Was the election year a time of recession or depression?
7) Was there a growth in the gross national product of more
than 2.1% in the year of the election?
8) Did the incumbent president initiate major changes in
national policy?
9) Was there major social unrest in the nation during the
incumbent administration?
10) Was the incumbent administration tainted by major
scandal?
11) Is the incumbent party candidate charismatic or a na-
tional hero?
12) Is the challenging party candidate charismatic or a
national hero?
This is binary classification problem with two classes: P is
the victory of power (incumbent) party and O is the victory
of opposition (challenging) party. The database contains 31
records (elections from 1860 to 1980). The following NN
structure was chosen: two hidden layers with 10 neurons in
each and two output neurons P and O. Network answer was
‘victory of power party’ if the output of neuron P was greater
than the output of neuron O, and answer was ‘victory of
opposition party’ in the opposite situation. The input was
coded as 1 for the answer ‘yes’ and −1 for the answer
‘no’. The first neural network solution for this problem was
presented in [22], [53]. The authors showed that this problem
can be solved using 5 inputs and two neurons. Really, a single
neuron is enough to solve this problem (see Fig. 5(e)). Paper
[54] presented NN for prediction of the result of the UK
General Election.
For experiment we generated, trained and pruned several
networks with different initial weights and different pruning
Fig. 5. Examples of minimal NNs for the presidential election problem: (a),
(b), (c), (d), (f), and (h) are logically transparent and (e) and (g) are not
logically transparent; a rectangle means input neuron; a bold arrow means a
unit bias; a thin arrow means the connection between neurons; the signs “+”
and “−” mean synaptic weight of 1 or −1, respectively; “O” (“P”) means the
positive signal of neuron corresponds to victory of opposition (power) party
procedures. Minimal NNs are presented in Fig. 5. For networks
(a), (b), (c) and (e) the first step in the pruning was input
feature selection. As a result these 4 networks have only five
inputs. The second pruning procedure for networks (a), (b),
and (c) and the first for networks (d), (f), and (h) was uniform
structure simplification (the goal was to have no more than
3 inputs for each neuron). We can see that each neuron of
all these NNs has no more than 3 inputs. The next pruning
procedure was the removal of neurons. After described pruning
procedures, all NNs was pruned by removing of synaptic
weights. The final step was to modify the synaptic weights
to the values from the set S = {−1, 0, 1}. In all presented
networks, the sigmoid activation function was replaced by
step function (4). Networks (e) and (g) are minimal but
not logically transparent because the output neurons of both
networks have five inputs. On the other hand, NN in Fig. 5(e)
can be described as a rule “the power party candidate will
win if at least two answers for questions 3, 4, 6, and 9
are positive or at least one of these answers is positive and
answer for question 8 is negative”. This rule can be considered
appropriate. Logically transparent networks allow us to form
a clearer verbal description of the algorithm.
Let us verbalise the network (b) in Fig. 5. Using medical
terminology, the inputs can be called “symptoms”, the outputs
of neurons 1 and 2 are “syndromes” and output of neuron 3
is “diagnosis”. The first syndrome appears if at least two of
the following symptoms are observed: “There was a serious
contest for the nomination of the incumbent party candidate”,
“The election year was a time of recession or depression”,
and “The incumbent president did not initiate any major
changes in national policy” (note that the negation of the
last statement was used). All three statements characterise
quality of the current president governance: governance is
inadequate if two of the three symptoms listed are observed.
The second syndrome appears if at least two of the following
symptoms are observed: “There was major third party activity
during the election year”, “There was a serious contest for
the nomination of the incumbent party candidate”, and “There
was major social unrest in the nation during the incumbent
administration”. The second syndrome can be called “political
instability syndrome”: the situation is politically unstable if at
least two of the three symptoms listed above are observed.
Neuron 3 produces a positive output if at least one of the
syndromes appears.
Now we can finally formulate the algorithm A1 extracted
from the NN in Fig. 5(b):
1) Inadequate governance syndrome appears if at least two
of the following symptoms are observed: “There was
a serious contest for the nomination of the incumbent
party candidate”, “The election year was a time of
recession or depression”, and “The incumbent president
did not initiate any major changes in national policy”.
2) Political instability syndrome appears if at least two of
the following symptoms are observed: “There was major
third party activity during the election year”, “There was
a serious contest for the nomination of the incumbent
party candidate”, and “There was major social unrest in
the nation during the incumbent administration”.
3) The opposite (challenging) party will win if either gov-
ernance is inadequate or situation is politically unstable.
Analogously the NN in Fig. 5(d) can be interpreted as the
following algorithm A2:
1) Syndrome of political instability or stagnation appears
if at least two of the following symptoms are observed:
“There was major third party activity during the election
year”, “There was a serious contest for the nomination
of the incumbent party candidate”, and “The incumbent
president did not initiate any major changes in national
policy”.
2) Syndrome of instability appears if at least two of the
following symptoms are observed: “The incumbent party
candidate is not the sitting president”, “The a growth in
the gross national product was less than 2.1% in the year
of the election”, and “There was major social unrest in
the nation during the incumbent administration”.
3) The opposite (challenging) party will win if one of
instability syndromes appears.
Two different algorithms were generated. Since both algo-
rithms use 7 attributes together, and all attributes are binary,
the number of different combinations of these attributes is
128: all attributes −1; the first is 1, and the remaining six
are −1, etc. In 98 cases (more than 75%), the answers of
both algorithms are the same. There are 19 cases where the
A1 algorithm predicts the victory of the party in power, and
the A2 algorithm predicts the victory of the opposite party.
Finally, there are 11 cases where Algorithm A1 predicts the
victory of the opposite party, and Algorithm A2 predicts the
victory of the party in power. For further data collection, it is
advisable to choose one of 30 cases when two algorithms give
different forecasts.
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper we presented a general description of the
NN pruning problems and possible solutions based on the
first order estimation of sensitivity indicators. The first order
evaluation of sensitivity indicators were proposed 30 years ago
[9], explained in detail in [12], [15], and illustrated by various
examples [21], [22]. The sensitivity analysis was developed not
only for synaptic weights, but also for any signals or group of
signals in NN. This approach allows us to evaluate sensitivity
to each neuron directly instead of an indirect estimate of the
zero order [3], [7], [16], [17], [26], [24] or a second order
estimate [23].
The listed pruning procedures can be implemented in a
unified framework: all the procedures correspond to the same
algorithm in Fig. 4 and differ in the assessment of sensitivity
indicator and the selection of candidates for modification.
There are two different ways to evaluate the sensitivity in-
dicator: the sensitivity to synaptic weight or the sensitivity
to signals (input, output, or intermediate). There are also two
described approaches for selecting candidates for modification:
globally or in several local sets (for the uniform simplification
of all neurons or other structural blocks).
Described approach can be easily applied to CNN. The
main advantage of CNN is uniformity of all calculations. This
means that procedure for removing of one synaptic weight
becomes useless: it can complicate calculations instead of
simplifying them. Essentially more reasonable is operation
of removing of filters [36] or, even, channels [38]. Proposed
by A.N. Gorban [9], [15] algorithms of sensitivity indicators
estimation calculate them for each filter and each channel. This
allows us to apply effectively the algorithm (Fig.4) to CNN.
Procedures of precision reduction can be applied directly to
DL NN.
Finally, the special sequences of pruning procedures al-
low us to form special class of shallow networks: logically
transparent NN and then produce a verbal description of an
explicit algorithm for the problem solution. This approach was
demonstrated on the problem of forecasting the result of the
USA Presidential election. Proposed method can give several
explicit algorithms. Is this an advantage or disadvantage? We
find this property useful and reasonable. To further improve the
theory and discriminate models we can identify areas where
different algorithms will produce different results, and collect
new data from these areas . New data can be used to reduce
the number of models or falsify all of them and create new
explicit algorithms.
Generalisation of knowledge extraction methods for DL NN
assumes splitting these networks into two parts: a part for
feature generation and a part for final decision (classification,
prediction, etc.). The natural way to prune the feature gen-
eration part is to remove unnecessary filters and channels.
The second part can be considered as a shallow NN and
transformed into logically transparent one.
The proposed pruning procedures, based on sensitivity in-
dicators averaged over several training epochs, work ”on the
fly” during training and avoid the expensive retraining that
is common for methods with separate training and pruning
procedures.
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